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1.

INTRODUCTION
The discovery

o~

numerous new particles in recent

years such as mesons and hyperons causes one to speculate
about the possible existence
Some very general
are as

~acts

o~

still other particle types.

concerning the known new particles

~ollows:

(1) All

o~

these new particles are unstable and decay

into photons and other known particles.
(2) Ionization measurements indicate that these new
particles have a charge equal to that

o~

the

_electron, although ionization measurements are
subject to many experimental

(3) All
that

o~
o~

di~~iculties.

these particles have masses heavier than
the electron.

(4) Only a few

o~

these particles have any theoretical

reason for existing according to present theories.
Thus it is reasonable to ask whether still other
varieties of particles exist.
The

~ollowing

possibilities warrant further 1nvest1ga-

t1on:

(1) Particles with masses

di~ferent ~rom

those already

discovered,
(2) Particles (regardless of mass) with a charge less
than that of the electron,

(3) Particles (regardless

o~

mass) with non-integral

multiples of the electronic .charge,

(4) Dirac type isolated magnetic poles,

2.

(S) Isolated poles of any conceivable description.
It is interesting to note that there is no theoretical resaon for charge being quantized, however, almost
all experimental evidence favors the idea tpat charge is
quantized.
Dirac(l) stated that due to symmetry in the field
(1)

Dirac, P.A.M., Phys. Rev., ?4, 81?, (1948)

equations

b~

electrodynamics in regard to electric and

magnetic forces, is-olated:-:magnetic poles might possibly
exist.

Assuming that charge is quantized, Dirac's theory

predicts the existence of isolated free magnetic poles
whose unit strength Ln emu. is larger than the strength of the

e~ectronic

as to what

th~

charge in esu.

possible mass of

Dirac gives no hint

thea~

free poles might

be so that a search for these particles could take various

directions.

It.hae been suggested by some that the dis-

covery of the pos1tr.on, which was also predicte·d by
Dirac justifies experiments designed ·to detect free
magnetic poles. Cole( 2 ) and Bauer(J) ha~e assumed

(2) Cole, H.J.D., Proc. Cam. Phil. Soc., 4?, 196
(1951)

(3) Bauer, E., Proc. Cam. Phil. Soc. 4?, ???, (1951)

-

a mass for the Dirac isolated pole.and have
calculated 1 ts D:lt.e· cDf' ionization 1n a cloud cham-

ber so that·1t m1aht be recognized.

It is readily seen

that the question of whether charge is quantized and whether free magnetic poles exist may well be related and offer
a broad field of eXperimentation.
The quantization of electric charge can be studied
by searching for either non-standard charges or free magnetic monopoles.

It has been decided to begin by 1ook1ng

for particles ionizing less than the minimum ionization of
the electron.

Such particles have been termed subionizers

and could include a variety of particle types as pointed
(4)

out by Ruark

(4)

(5)

and Fitz

•

It is obvious that if these

Buark 1 A.E., •A Cloud Chamber Search For Free Magnetic Poles•, A Proposal to the N.S.F. (1953)

(5)

F'itz, H. c. • ,,Jr. •

M.s.

Thesis, Univ. of IAzlabama (1955)

particles are unstable, they must be studied under dynamic
conditions.

This would rule out a modified oil-drop ex-

periment.
A cloud chamber seems to be a most suitable means of
detecting particles ionizing less than the minimum ionization of the electron because it is capable of detecting
a1most all the ions produced.

The cloud chamber makes it

possible to study not only a wide range of ionization but
also many fine details of track structure which woul.d go
unnoticed by other means of detection.
(6)

Arthur E. Ruark

initiated a program to experimentalr.

4.

--

(6) Ruark, A.E., op. cit.
ly search for isolated magnetic monopoles and sub-charges.
As a continuation of this work James L. Kassner, Jr. has
begun a similar program at the Missouri School of Mines
and Metallurgy.

This program will begin with the con-

struction of a suitable cloud chamber and associated
equipment for its operation.
In searching for a particle whose minimum ionization
is less than that or an electron, one is hampered by the
presence of an excessive number of tracks whose specific
ionization will be greater than the minimum, and by background droplets.
The presence of these subionizers may have gone unobserved due to' lack ot interest in such particles, poor
experimental conditions, their possible infrequent occurrence or any combination o~ these reasons.

It stands

to reason that a cloud chamber with very low background
would be necessary to detect a particle producing very
~ew

ion pairs per centimeter along its path.
In addition to a relatively background-free cloud

chamber, a long sensitive time and a large chamber would
~urther

enhance the possibility or photographing a rare

occurrence.

A long sensitive time would enable one to

take more than one photograph of each expansion.

The

advantage ot the latter will be explatufd 1n detail

later.
Fitz(7) has o~fer.ed some of the first information re-

--

(7) Fitz, H.C., Jr., op.cit.
garding the search for sub1onizers.

He presents views·.:·on

the apparatus and methods needed for a sublonizer search
and has generalized some of the pertinent equations to
apply toward sub-charges and pole varieties.

These

equations give us the information necessary to enable
us to recognize new particles in the above categories
o.n observation.•
Good(S) continued the search and achieved ideal back(8) Good,

w.B.,

Ph.D. Thesis, un1v. of Alabama (1956)

ground conditions plus a reasonably long sensitive time
which enabled him to take motion pictures of each expansion.
The water floor cloud chamber he used had a small sensitive
volume making the probability or observing a rare event
small.

Inadequate lighting and 16ng exposures may have

prevented photography of individual droplets.

Good's

work indicates the advantages of multi-frame photography
and water floor chambers.

He also showed that slow

expansions will lengthen the sensitive time considerably.
His low background condition could be due to the small
height of the chamber which would help insure fall out of
droplets.

This may indicate that the background present

6.

in larger chambers is due tore-evaporation nuelei( 9 ).

(9) Wilson. J.G., •The Principles o£ Cloud Chamber
Technique•. Camb. Univ. Press. P• 13. (1951)

'

Re-evaporatien nuclei are droplets which have insu£ficient
time to grow and £all out before supersaturation ceases.
These evaporate into nuclei which can be condensed upon
in the next expansion and appear·as background.

It is

possible that Good's low background may be due to suppression e£ re-evaporation nuclei and that aeasures
should be tried to achieve these conditions in larger
chaabers where hackground is usually appreciable.
Kassner

(10)

(11)

and ethers.

.. haYe pointed. out that

(10) Kassner, J.L. Jr., Ph.D. Taeaia, UniT. of Ala. (1956)
(11) Blumenfeld, H.,

!2.

~oth,

E.T., Leder.an,

~.M.,

R.S.I.

1220, (1954)

relatively dry chaabers with diaphragas ana interior hole
plates are undesiraple.

The dry, diaphragm type chamber

weuld offer no permanent trap fer dust and other drop
producing contaminants which are reaoved £roa the sensitive
volume by the •nucleation• and fall out process.

.

water floor of

chaabers.s~ilar

to the Bear4en

(12) Bearden, J.A., R.S.I. 6, 256, (1935)

ber seeaa

t.

ae·an effective trap.

(12)

The

chaa-

Kassner(lj) noted in his work the frequency of so(13) Kassner, J.L. Jr.,

~ ~·

called ghost tracks that were assumed to be composed of
re-evaporation nuclei.

With careful suppression of re-

evaporat1on nuclei, the true nature and cause of these
ghost tracks may be
With tbe

ascerta~ed.

~nformation

and experience gained

above investigators, the present status

o~

~Y

the

the search

is to make use of the information ava·i.lable and construct a

clou~

chamber suitable for such a program.

The author's contribution to this research program
is the construction of a long sensitive time, low background cloud chamber with all"control devices auitable
tor a search for sub1onizers.· The author has also·undertaken a possible means of reducing baokground due to reevaporation nuclei.

8.
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETIC.AL CONSIDERATIONS

Rapidly moving charged particles produce local
ionization along their trajectory. · The density o£
this ionization depends upon the density and atomic
number of the medium, and the charge, mass and velocity
of the incident partielee

C.T.R. Wilson

(14)

, who had

(14) Wilson, C.T.R., Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. 189, 265,·
(1897)
developed a condensation chamber·for studying meteorological phenomena, noticed that under certain conditions

eondensa~ion

called tracks.

occurred on ions giving what he

During the

rolle~ng

years the cloud

chaaber was developed into an extremely versatile
apparatus £or detecting charged particles and studying
their interaction with matter.

A chamber filled with a suitable gas-vapor
mixture is allowed to expand
tic·ally.

The

lowe~ing

appro~. . tely

adiaba-

of the teaperature of" the gas-

vapor mixture brought about by the expansion, produces
vapor supersaturation provided that, under the original
conditions, the gas was saturated with vapor.

Wilson

noted that relatively small supersaturation& were
re~uired

to cause condensation on dust particles and

at higher supersaturation• ions begin to serve aa
cendensatien auclei.

At slightly higher supersatura-

9 •.

tiona than that required for condensation on ions. the
system is evidently so unstable that condensation can

occur on practically anything such as aggrecates of
three er more molecules which might occur by chance.
It is only within a relatively narrow region o£

supersaturation& that well defined tracks of ionizing
particles are obtained.
Most clGud chambers expand £rom an initial preset
volume to a £ina1 preset volume; auch chambers are
said to be volume defined.

In this case the super-

saturation obtained is readily calculated from the
expansion ratio. (E.R.). the ratio o£ the final volume to the initial volume.
E.R. = 1 + e =

Final Volwae

(1)

Initial Vo!wae

where e represents the charge in veluae ratioo

The sup-

ersaturatiGn,S,attained by a given expansien ia given by
(

where P

1

and

~

and P

2

1
l+e

(2)

are the initial and £inal pressures

is the ratio of the specific heats o:f the gas-

vapor JB1xture.

for the gas-Yapor

The

be obtained froa the

g

o£ the gas and

Richarz, F •• Ann. d. Physik

o£ the

. ( 5)

yapor by using a formula due to Richarz
(~5)

I

mix~ure

•

!2. 639. (1906)

may

10.

1

Y- 1

=

-PPvt

1

(3)

where Pg and Pv are the partial pressures of the gas
and vapor respectively and Pt is the total pressure.
The relationship between the initial and final temperatures is given by

=

(~

Y-1

vl > •

(4)

T2

The critical supersaturation, ion limit, is de~1ned

as the supersaturation required to cause con-

densation on ions.

Although it will be found that

the final temperature is frequently somewhat· below
freezing, the droplets will not freeze because the
latent heat of vaporization" given up in the process
ot condensation1 keeps them warm.

In areas where the

ionization is heavy within a cloud chamber, this heat
of condensation is sufficient to produce peculiar
local turbulence currents.
The very nature of the expansion process makes
the acquired supersaturation an extremely temporary
condition.

If the expansion itself is not too rapid,

it will only approximate a truly adiabatic process and
as a result of the transfer of heat from the walls of
chamber to the gas-vapor mixture, a slightly higher
expansion ratio will be required to produce a given

11.

temperature change than is predicted by equation 4.
After the expansion ceases the transfer o:f heat
from the walls to the gas gradually reduces the degree
of supersaturation.
processes are active.

If condensation takes place, two
Vapor is removed :from a local-

ized region around the droplet and the heat o:f condensation helps to raise the temperature thereby lowering the supersaturation throughout the chamber.
The length o~ time during which there is su~fient
supersaturation to cause condensation on newly formed
ions is called the "sensitive time".

A long sensitive

time increases the probability of photographing a rare
event.
The mechanism by which a warm surface reduces the
degree o:f supersaturation is

1nterest~ng.

It is clear

that the process is not one or straight conductio:n;
otherwiseJarter an expansion; the

cente~

or the chamber

-would be the last to become insensitive to newly :formed
ions and this is not what is· observed.

The entire

chamber becomes insensiti-ve simultaneously.

The

relatively slow conduction process warms a thin layer
o:f gas next to the warm surface.
compressing the entire volume.

This layer expands
The compression wave

travels at the speed or sound and the compression
serves to equalize the temperature.

An exact analysis

or the process 1s not possible because it 1s rar more

12.

complicated than this simple explanation indicates.
The equilizat1on of temperature due to the compression
mechanism just mentioned is not complete but serves to
expala1n what happens at large distances from the walls
and throughout

t~e

bulk of the chamber volume.

The

presence of this layer-or warmer gas next to a vertical
wall

gi~es

rise to turbulence ourrents1 result1ng 1n

an up draft along the walla and a

deNndraf~

somewhere farther out from- the wal.ls.

occurring

These turbulence

currents require time to reach noticeable velocities
and set an upper limit to the useful1ness of a l.ong
sensitive time.
The mode of operation has a considerable atfect
on the se:nsitive time and the recycle time.

Chambers

have been designed to-operate: ·
(1)

·from cons-tant initial. pressure to a.oollsta:nt
t1n•l pressure .

(2)

from constant·1nitial volume to constant
final volume

(3) ·

trom constant initial pressure to a constant
final volume

(4)

from constant initial volume to a constant
f.illal pressure

(5)

and many other variations.

The differences 1l1 the sensitive times tor these

various modes of

o~ration

may be attributed to differ-

1).

ences in the time rate
(16)

Endt

or

expansion.

has calculated the sensitive time and the

(16) Endt, P.M., Phys.ica ~~ (1948), 16, (1950)

recycle time £or several of these modes of operation.
He found that for a constant final pressure the sensitive time was considerably longer than for an expansion
ending at a constant final volume.

It is shown qualita-

tively why this should be expected in figure 1.

When one

is operating between volume defined limits it is customary
to use a large enough upper chamber pressure (driving
force) to obtain a rapid

expansion~

Pressure defined

chambers usually operate from some positive initial
gauge pressure to atmospheric pressure.

The initial

gauge pressure is limited by the desired expansion ratio
so its very nature produces a slower expansiono
The mode o£ expansion ending at a constant final
volume reaches the critical supersaturation fa.ster but
stops suddenly allowing the chamber to pass out of the
sensitive region rather quicklyo

Note the discontinuity

in the slope of the expansion curve inside the sensitive
region.

The exponential shape of the constant final pres-

sure curve allows a curve fitting, resulting in an
expansion that can be made to follow inside the
sensitive strip for a

longer

period

of time.

E~PANstON

RATIO VERSUS TIME

t

E.R.

-

.-. - .,. -CONSTANT PINAL
.
VOLUME

----CONSTANT FINAL.
PRESSURE
- -

- IDEAL CURVE

SEC.

TIME .....

.FtG. 1

It should be noted that the continuous rise in the
ion limit and fog limit curves represents the additional
expansion required to offset the transfer of heat froa
the walla.

The sensitiTe

t~e ~11

depend upon the

slope ef the critical supersaturation curve. the
of the seDsitiTe regien between the ion

l~it

~dth

curve

and th.e fog limit curve. amdJthe exact shape of the
(17)

expansion curve

•

(17) Hazen. W.E., R.S.I.

ll• 247. (1942)

It should be appa.ren.t to the reader that expanding

to a constant final pressure is aerely an expedient way
to achieTe a longer sensitiYe time.
re~uired

What ia really

is to determine the shape of the ion liait

curve and then preTide for an expansion that will follow
tais c•rve for a specified lencth of

t~e.

Tae iea liait

curve &as been snown as a straigat line fer siaplicity
in f'igu.re 1.

Bndt

(18)

found that for a constant initial Toluae

(18) Bmdt, P.M •• Ibid
tlie recycle time was less than for a constant initial
pressure.

The reason £or this is apparent i£ it is

reaeabered that the

recyc~e

tiae is necessary for the

reaistribati•n of vapor by diffusion (a relatiTely

slew process) and turbuleace processes.

As leag as

16.

the initial pressure is volume

de~ined,

fast recompression cycle is possible.
the initial conditio.n is pressure

a relatively
I~,

de~ined,

however,
the compres-

sion must take place at an ever decreasing rate.

The

compression curve is exponential in shape and the next
expansion cannot take place until the relatively flat
portion

o~

the curve is reached if reasonable repro-

ducibility is to be achieved.
to

~inal

Thus the compression

pressure requires a rather long time and little

time ca.n be spared :for vapor redistribution.
compression requires a smaller

~ract1on

The

of the time

between expansions :for a constant initial volume
type o:r operation than
type o:r operation.

~or

a constant initial pressure

Thus more time is allowed for vapor

redistributio.n under fully compressed conditions.

If

it were not :ror small turbulence currents, many times
the observed recycle time would be required for
adequate redistribution of vapor by diffusion processes
alone.(19)

It has been a common practice to operate

(19) Wilson, J.G., "The Principles of Cloud Chamber
Technique", Camb. Univ. Press.

p.55, (1951)

.
(20)
a chamber with its top slightly warmer than the bottom.
(20) Fretter, W.B., Fr1eser,

E.~!.,

B.S. I. 26, 70.3, (1955)

17.

If thls temperature gradient is too large the gas will

be too stable during the recycle period and an objectionable long recycle time will be required.

This

slight intentional temperature gradient is considered
necessary to help stabilizer

the chamber after compres-

sion a.nd stop turbulence currents before the ne:xt re-

gular expansion without having to wait an undue length
of time.
The recycle period is an important consideration
in designing a chamber for a search for rare events
since its data gathering speed is limited by this
factor.
In order to obtain sharp tracks with a minimum
of distortion a rapid expansion has been found to be
necessary by the people working with fast magnetic
chambers.
factors.

Track distortion is caused by two main
The Geiger counter controlled chambers

have the ions

~armed

when the chamber is in the

compressed position and the tracks are photographed
ln the expanded position.

In order to be able to

extrapolate back to find the original positions of
the droplets an extremely uniform expansion is required.

Any nonuniformity can produce large errors.

Track distortion is also produced by turbulence currents whose magnitudes and directions are not known
as a

~unction

of time.

As has been mentioned, turbulence

18.

currents require some time to begin and a rapid expansion minimizes error from this source.

In a pre-

11minary search for subionizers, track distortion is
relatively unimportant unt.il some examples of suspected
subionizers are actually found and their properties
are to be studied.

As a result a reasonable amount of

track distortion can be tolerated.
When a chamber is freshly filled with gas, dense
clouds of fog are seen

dur~ng

the r1rst few expansions.

Here condensation is taking place on minute dust particles.

Once these have been precipitated, the gas-

vapor volume is clean and ready-for operation.

However.

in addition to tracks, background of varying densities

4.8. noted.

This background comes from several sources.

Some background is produced by re-evaporation
nuclei(2l).

These are produced when droplets get

(21) Wilson, J.G., ~-~·
caught in the recompression cycle and are evaporated.
The droplets fail to evaporate completely and a relatively large but invisible nucleus persists until the
next expansio.n where it serves as a condensation center
and appears as part of the background.

It is possible

that whole tracks caught late in the expansion are reevaporated and may appear as so-called "ghost tracks•.

Ghost tracks are d1at1ngu18hed by their extent of

diffusion,~

appearance· at lower expansion ratio than

that required for condensation on new ions.

This

effect deserves further study.
Be-evaporation nuclei undoubtedly play a major
role as a source of background.

In large vertical

chambers the probability of a drop. being evaporated
before it falls to the floor of the chamber is high.
It is

pos~ible

to partially eliminate this type of

background by allowing the majority of the droplets
sufficient time to fall to the floor of the chamber.
If the expansion curve is made to :fall just below the
ion limit curve and remain just below it for a long
enough time for all the droplets to grow to a large
size and fall out, the background should be somewhat
reduced.

See figure 2.

However, any droplets just beginning to form
near the end of the sensitive time will evaporate without ever growing to visible size as soon as the expansion curve falls below the sensitive region.

These

nuclei would have to be brought down by an intermediate
expansion, a partial expansion just sufficient to
cause condensation on relatively large nuclei but not
on ions <22 ).
(22) Wilson, J.G., ~·~·

Co:ndenaat1on on aggregates of molecules, which is

20.

EXPANSION RATIO VERSUS TIME

t
E.R.

,.__ _ SENSITIVE TIME

---111-..•••--- TIME FOR DROPLETS TO___.,
GROW

a

FALL OUT

SEC.
TIME-+

~FIG.

2
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thought to be the cause. of tae general £og. in the
presence· of a pure gas-vapor mixture. is thought to
occur at an expansion ratio characteristic ef that
particular gas-vapor mixture.

It is well known that

the degree o£ supersaturation required for condensation on ions is also characteristic of the gas-vapor

aixture {ion liait).

Obviously. i£ general fog is to

be eliminated and condensation on iona achieved. a
gas-vapor systea must be chosen which aas a reasonable
gap between the ion limit an4 the fog liait. the £og
limit occurring at a higher expansion ratio than the
ion limit·.
Certain substances are known to be poisons to
cloud chambers.

The presence of aitric acid in ex-

tremely s.all concentrations has been feund to
appreciably increase tae background level.
Photo cheaical £og of condensation nuclei produced
. (23)

by light has been studied by Beck
(23) Beck.

c••

•

His results

R.S.I. 12. 602. (1941)

show that wavelengths shorter than 3900
chie£ly responsible for such £og.

Angs~roms

were

This type e£ back-

cround can be reduced by using appropriate filters.
Clearing ·£ield

~res

within the chamber may cause

large areas o£ ienisatien due to corena froa sharp
points.

Coreaa can lie eliainated by coating the sharp

edges with a non-eeaductiaa . .terial such as rubber

22.

cement.
Friction will cause some stray ions although it
is not one

o~

the

domi~att~

sources of background.

This

form of background can naturally be reduced by reducing the movement of the gas-vapor mixture.
Bubbling and splashing will produce ions<~ 4 ).
(24) Thompson, J.J., "Conduction of Electricity Through
Gases", P• 28? 1 (1933)
Air bubbled through pure water will pick up a negative
charge.

Impurities will

change~

the order of magnitude

and the sign of the charge.
These several sources of ·random droplets cause
the background which is detrimental to the subionizer
search.f

··Som~ ..,.._ can

·be eliminated 'Compl.etely, while

others can only be reduce to some extent 1n particular
situations~

23.
APPARATUS

Critical supersaturation in Wilson's early cloud
ehamber was

by allowing a volume

obta~ned

o~

gas-vapor

mixture to expand into a partially -evacuated vessel.
The lowered temperature supersaturated the volume of

air causing condensation on ions produced by dynamic
particles.

The degree of supersaturation is important.

In order to prevent general condensation on nuclei other
than ions, the expansion ratio
tain

has

to lie between cer-

limits.

de~inite

The years following Wilson's discovery brought
many modifications and developments.
developm~nts

and

were:

1) a diaphragm

other expansion devices,

2)

A

1n

~ew

ma·Jor

place of pistons

automatically controlled

periodic reproducible expansions.

The diaphragm cham-

ber had a rubber diaphragm between the sens1t1ve volume
and a rear chamber.

Compressed' air was torced 1nto the

rear chamber which 1n turn compressed the sensitive
volume.

Then the rear compressed air was allowed to

escape causing

th~

adiabatic expansion in the forward

chamber and producing the critical supersaturation.
The advent ot the diaphragm eliminated small leaks
around even the tightest fitting pistons helping to
insure reproducibility.
In 1933 Wilson built a chamber

us~g

a rubber

diaphragm to obta1D the compreae1on &Dd expaDs1on.

24.
(25)

Bearden

a year later announced the development

o~

--

(25) Bearden, J~A., op. cit.

a sylphon bellows type expansion chamber.

The bellows

type chamber was operated by a cam arrangement and
had a relatively long sensitive time.
chamber remained

und~storted

seconds by using a slow

Tracks in this

up to one and one-half

~xpansion.

This chamber was

borrowed by the University of Alabama and used by
(26)
Good
in a search ~or subionizers. The latter·
(26) Good, W.B., ~· ~·
operated the chamber pneumatically

obtainl~g

sensitive

times of the order of two seconds.
(27)
Maier-Leibnitz
constructed a cloud chamber and

(27) Maier-Leibnitz, H., Ze1ts.

~ur Physik~'

obtained a sensitive time of about one second.

569, (15
There

have been other investigators who have designed and developed chambers with the object of increasing the sens1
tive time although very few have actually exceeded two
seconds.
The chamber constructed by the author was designed
by James L. Kass.ner, Jr. and is similar to the type
introduced by Wilson in 19.3.3. · A rubber diaphragm is
positioned by air pressure 1n a back chamber.

7t is

2.5.

a relatively large chamber with the top glass cylinder
measuring twelve inches in diameter and eleven and onehalf inches in height.
The glass cylinder is on top of a cireular aluminum
plate.

A circle ten inches in diameter, located in the

center of the plate, has .been

f~lled

with closely spaced

five-thirty second inch holes to allow the passage of
liquid through the plate.

About 65 percent of the total

area 1n the ten illch- diameter region i·s cut away.
Attached to the under side of this aluminum plate
is a one-sixteenth inch thick rubber diaphragm held in
place by an aluminum ring.

Also held in place by the

aluminum ring is a hemisphere with numerous holes to
allow the rubber diaphragm to position itsel:,r in this
hemisphere when the chamber is in the expanded position.
Thus the chamber is ultimately volume oiftned at both

limits.
The aluminum plate is attached to a stee1 cylinder
fourteen and

one-hal~

inches outside diameter, and six

and one-half inches 1n be1ght which forms the rear chamber.

See figure 3.
An

air inlet into the upper chamber passes through

the aluminum plate down into and out of the side of
the rear chamber.

A liquid 1.nlet is. also passed through

the aluminum plate down into and out of the rear chamber.
The a1r inlet o:n top of the aluminum plate has a one-
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eighth inch copper tube extending to the top

o~

the

upper chamber_ allowing the air to escape when the
chamber liquid is introduced.
The lower steel ·cylinder is attached to a onehalf inch steel plate which serves as the base of the
chamber.

Four steel rods threaded on both ends are

screwed into the bottom steel plate and extend upward
above the glass cylinder.

A thirteen inch diameter

circular glass plate_ one-half inch thick; forms the
top of the upper chamber.

Between the glass cylinder

and the top glass plate_ a thin circular aluminum ring
holds the clearing field wires.

Cromel P number 28

wire was used for the clearing field electrodes,
attached to the aluminum ring as shown in figure 4.
The clearing field grid is needed to produce aa uniform

a field as possible.

The field is still far from uniform

due to conduction along the walls.
A steel ring fits on the four steel rods and holds

the glass cylinder and glass top plate to the aluminum
hole plate.

Seals were obtained with double layers of

one-sixteenth inch soft rubber tape.

A large main TalTe is used to cause a Tery rapid expansion to reach the desired supersaturation in a minimum
of time.

The time this Talve is open depends upon the

liquid leTel and may range from 0.2 to loO seconds.
The TalTe opening is also adjustable.

In addition to

28.

CLEARING FIELD RING

FIG. 4
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this solenoid operated main valve, four smaller solenoid
valves are located on a manifold connected to the rear
chamber.

See figure 3A.

Also on this manifold is a

solenoid operated inlet valve for stopping the flow of
pressurized air into the lower chamber during the expansion.

This eliminates variations in expansions .due

to the fluctuations of the flow of air into the lower
chamber.
The four smaller solenoid valves on the manifold
are used to continue the expansion once supersaturation
bas been achieved by the main valve.

It is necessary

to maintain a slow expansion after critical supersaturation has once been achieved due to the heat flow
from the walls of the chamber and the heat liberated
from the process of condensation.

See figure 1.

Each

of these solenoid valves has a stop-cock valve connected
in series with it to control the rate ot flow of' air

t:.

through the unit.
The liquid inlet to the chamber is connected to
a valve and a tee next to the chamber and then to a

five gallon bottle.

Two lines run into the bottle, one

from the chamber and the other connected to the air
pressure manifold.
(28)

Beck

See figure 3 and 3A.

found an optimum liquid mixture containing

(28) Beck, C,~1 ' B.. s. r.· 12., 602, (1941)
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fifty percent normal propyl or ethyl alcohol, twentyfive percent acetone and twenty-five percent water.
This mixture gave him excellent tracks and a clean chamber.

For simplicity a reliable mixture used frequently

by investigators in this field was used which

conta~ned

66 percent ethyl alcohol anQ. 34 percent distilled water.
Black Putnam Dye was added to the liquid to prov·ide a
dark background for photography.
The liquid is mixed and put into the five gallon
bottle.

The copper line from the chamber is passed to

the bottom of the bottle.

The air above the liquid in

the bottle is compressed in order to force the liquid
into the chamber.

It is necessary to have the air inlet

valves open 1n the line from the sensitive volume so
that the volume of air in the chamber can escape during
the filling of the chamber.

Once a particular liquid

level is reached the liquid valve near the chamber is
closed.

The pressure in the upper chamber· is then

measured with the manometer.

The manometer 1s on the

side of the panel· rack and is connected to the air
pressure manifold.

The valves in the air inlet line are

left open and the manifold 1s closed except to the manometer and the chamber air inlet line.

A pressure of

approximately five centimeters of mercury is necessary
to cause the rubber

diaphrag~

to position against the

hemisphere reproducibly in the expanded position.

32.

The upper pressure maY be raised or lowered depending
upon the desired operating characteristics.
The air inlet tube inaida the chaaber i• then £illed

with liquid by pressurizing the liquid bottle.

positio~

ing the three way Talve. and opening the air inlet valTe
next to .the chaaber Tery slewly.

After filling the tube,

the air inlet valTe next to the cAa.ber aay be closed
and the three way valTe returned to an o£f position.
The liquid in the air inlet tube prevents ionization
and turbulence due to air £low out of the tube during
the expansion.
In order to achieYe good •reproducability• with
the chaaber. a mercury bubble air pressure regulator was
connected to the lower chaabere

This per.aitted good

regulation o£ the pressure in the lower

chaab~r

thus

causing 1eaa irregaLarity in tae tiae rate_or expaaaiono
Thyratron •••••nee tiaera,
circuit

er

(29) Jones.

{29)

Jones

a~lar

te the

t~e

delay

, were •••• to operate relays which

-

c.c •• R.S.I. 8, 319.:(1937)
'

in turn controlled the solenoid valYea.
light_ing. camera. and reset circuit.

clear~ng ~ield,

Banana jacks .from

the relay, which is operated by a thyratron tube. enable
one te aeaaure the delay and operation

t~es

Tery easily.

Caaa operated by a Yariable speed motor goTern the

over-all cycle time and provide the initial grid pulse
for the expansion cycle.

Tiae delay circuits are em-

ployed in the grid line ef the thyratron circuit to
delay the operation of any of the associate eqaipaent
froa zero tiaeo

Other tiae delays were used to geTern

the time of each operation.
A11 solenoid TalTea, inlet and expansion, are
controlled froa an in&iTidual ti•er of twelYe tayratron tube•.
tubes.

WBch TalTe is operated by two thyratron

One thyratron opens the valTe at a preset

t~e

and the second allows the TalTe to close at a preset
tiae.

See figure 5.
Other operations are controlled .rroa another

thyratron

t~ero

This timer has the Yariable speed

aotor, caa arrangeaent and seven

thyra~ren

tubeao

It also contains the dry cell batteries fer the
clearing field.

~ee

figure 6.

The cleariDC £ie14 is cut off at sero

t~e

and

back on at the reset tiae about seTen seconds after
zero tiae.

A aicro-ammeter.giTes the current ia the

clearing field circuit.
Incandescent lighting was obtained with the uae
ef cyliadrical elliptical reflectors.

Straight 1ine

filament DUlba were peaitioned at one foci and a onehal£ inch alit at the other focal point.

Bleotrie. olear,

~. . aum~ed

Four General

watt bulba were u•ed in each
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light source.

The slit of the elliptical reflector

is positioned as the focus of another part of an
ellipse that collimates the beam within boundaries
of the chamber.

Parallel light is not achieved but the

light intensity is sufficiently uniform for our purposes.

A parabola is undesirable for collimating since

it collimates a beam only for a line source.

Ferro-

type,chrome plated 1 brass reflecting surfaces were used
for all reflecting surfaces.

Two of these sources.

were constructed using one-fourth inch mansonite for the
reflector forms.

See figure

7.

Flash tube lighting was also perfected.

A three-

eighths inch Xe.non flash tube with a ten inch effective
length was used in a cylindrical reflector.

See figure

8.
Twenty capacitors of 120 microfarads each were
wired in banks of two, providing ten banks for ten
flashes.

A stepping switch is employed to operate

power relays which switch the flash tube from one
condensor bank to another.

A micro-switch operated

by a cam connected directly to the shutter of the camera
sends a pulse to a high

vol~ge

spark coil which

~n

turn triggers the flash tube and stepping switch in
proper sequence.

These capacitors are charged to a

potential of two thousand volts by a motor-generator.
See figure 9.

Note that the charging current of the
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capacitor is sufficient to operate the stepping switch
1n figure 9.
Two .3.5 mmo DeVry Air Force surplus aerial movie
cameras are used with .50 mm. focal length lenses.

One

camera was reworked and wired so that single frames
could also be taken completely automatically or manually.
The

rel.ay operated by the thyratron tube on the timer i:o

the camera circuit is a solenoid ratchet relay.
ratcbett relay can be preset to take

~P

Tb1e

to fifty single

or movie rune ot fifty consecutive expansions automatically.

Separate voltages for the armature and tield

of the camera motor enables one to vary the framing rate
on movie runs.

Tbe wir1Dg diagram of this particular

caaera is given 1D figure 10.

The secODd oaaera was

wired with a cam operated a1oro-awitch tor a,nchroniz1ng
the multi-tlaah light1ng system with the camera shutter.
This camera is used on17 tor aov1e runs.

see figure 11.

Tr1-X and L1Dagraph PaD t1lm were used.

Kodak

D-19 developer, FB-.5 stop bath and Kodak fiXer were
used 1n the developtog process.
Sixteen photographs per toot of ti1a were obtained
1.11 movie r1ms at a rate

second.

ot approximately ten tra11es per

A one hundred and twent7 degree shutter pro-

vided an eXposure of approximately thirtT milli-seconds.
The photographs were mounted 1D 2 1/4 b7 2 l/4 slides

SD4 pro3ected tor YiewtQg.
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The camera is located vertically above the chamber
on a camera box.

This camera box 1s fourteen inches

square and twenty eight inches high.

It contains a

front surface mirror which gives a stereoscopic view
and 1s also used for reprojection with the mirror removed.

See figure 12.

This is essentially the same me-

thod of obtaining stereoscopy originally employed by
Jones and Ruark
(30) Jones,

333,

(30)

c.c.,

(1940)

•

-

Ruark, A.E., Am. Phil.Soc. Proc. 82,
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

~~

RESULTS

The characteristics of this particular chamber have
been determined experimentally.

It is desirable to

know what maximum sensitive time can be obtained as
a result of the multi-valve expansion system.

It is

also necessary to determine to what exte.nt turbulence
currents limit the usefulness of the obtained sens1t1ve
time.

Preliminary results are

give~r1

regarding back-

ground as a function of the liquid level.
The experimental conditions are numerous for chamber operation.
Table I.

A list of these conditions is given 1n

A cycle time of approximately nl.nety seconds

was commonly used.

A means of varying the cycle tlme

from 1/2 to 4 minutes is available.
An electric timer having a least count of onehundreth o-r a second, provides an,__ accurate means of
determining the delay and operation times of the
valves, camera, etc.
The sensitive time was lengthened by employing
more tha.n one valve.

The main valve 1s used for a rapid

expansion to get into the sensitive region, and the
other valves are used to follow the sensitive region
curves as is shown in figure 1.

The following account

relates to rather long sensitive times, of the order
of three to four seconds.
made visually.

These observations were

The sensitive time was ascertained as
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the time during which new sharp tracks appeared.
the beginning

o~

At

the expansion the first tracks to be

observed were rather

di~fused.

The extent of the dif-

fusion observed could be due to several causes:
1)

They could be tracks that were Just beginning
to form at the end

o~

the previous expansion.

The tracks may have been caught 1n the reoom.pression cycle and evaporated without ever
producing droplets of visible size.

These

are commonly called ghost tracks.
2)

An equally plausible explanation is that they
are tracks coming into the chamber a second or
two before the. chamber becomes sensitive.

It

should be kept in mind that the rate of diffusion of ions is greater before condensation
takes place.

If the clearing field is on dur-

ing this time these tracks should be separated
into two

di~tinct

columns of droplets.

It

could not be determined visually whether the
tracks were actually separated into two columns
or not.
These diffused tracks coming in at the beginning
of the expansion seem to be responsible for the majority .of the bac.kground toward the end of the sensitive
time.

The spread of the. droplets grew rapidly as the

tracks fell out so that toward the end of the expansion,

the track load and spreading were such that an almost
continuous background was produced.

This effect pre-

dominated when the height of the sensitive volume exceeded approximately four inches.

This effect alone

would prevent more than the first two seconds of the
sensitive time from being used for

data-taking~,purposes.

This remark applies to the sensitive volumes of chambers
approximately four inches or more in height.
The sensitive time exceeding the usable data taking
sensitive time is useful in determining the shape of the
sensitive region curve as a function of time.

This

enables one to drop below the sensitive region by providing a break in the continuous expansion curve and
follow just beneath the ion limit long enough to insure
the fall out of most of the droplets formed during the
expansion.

This should eliminate the major portion of

the background due to re-evaporation nuclei.

See figure

2.

Turbulence becomes noticeable about two seconds
after tracks first appear and increases steadily until
the chamber becomes insensitive.

Recompression due to

the heating effect of the walls begins as the chamber
becomes insensitive.

During this period the turbulence

currents gradually subside.
predominate in a ring

These turbulence currents

approximate~y

around the edge of the chamber.

two inches in width

Turbulence currents
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inside this region seem to be mainly due to large
concentrations of droplets in a small region.

The heat

liberated in the process of condensation is probably
responsible.

In all cases the turbulence has been

noticed by observing the drift of the droplets.
Observations were made with smaller heights and
longer usable sensitive times were 9btained.

This

increase in usable sensitive time was due mainly to
less turbulence and more rapid fall out of tracks, due
to a smaller vertical distance in the sensitive volume.
Smaller initial volumes require a smaller change in
liquid level for the same expansion ratio, thus providing a longer possible expansion.

It should be re-

membered that the maximum change in volume is a constan1
for this chamber.

Smaller initial volumes

re~uire

more

accuracy in the time rate of expansion and makes it aore
difficult to follow the sensitive regien.
The clearing field wires caused corona, which pro-

duced background.

The wires were later coated with a

rubber cement, reducing tae corona, although some was
still present due to sharp edges on the aluainum ring
holding the wires.

Corona ean be eliminated during

the expansion by making sure th.e clear-ing £ielcl is o££
th~ughout

the entire expansion.

as a continuous atreaa

or

the clearing £ield riag.

Corona is observed

droplets originating near
This corona persists during
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elapsed time between expansions and is a potential
source of background.

A curve of the expansion ratio versus time for a
particu~ar

expansion is given

~n

curve was obtained by a movie run

figure 13.

This

s~ultaneously

photographing a -t imer, the chamber, and the liquid
the_~bscissa

level. · The timer gave us
the chamber

vi~w

of the curve,

produced information in regard to

the chamber sensitivity, and the liquid level provided
the expansion ratio.

Table I gives the information

on the parameters for this particular expansion.

The

liquid level was obtained by placing a plexiglass rule

or the chamber.
use or a mirror an~

on the side

This was photographed

with the

was illuminated more

than sufficiently from tne incandescent lighting source.

or

A white piece of paper on the opposite side

chamber gave better •definition•

or

the rulings.

..

•.

higher intensity ef the illumination
was reduced with·a pair

or

the

polar.oids.

or

The

the liquid level

The correct

intensity was obtained when the polaroids were set at

70 degrees.

Timer illumination was produced by a six

volt galvanometer light.

The intensity of the

illwninat"ion was controlled by a power-stat.
Figure 13 shows a damped oscillatioa of the curve .
which is to be expected wince the momentum

or

the water

carries tae expansion ratio past tae value at the time

50.
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TABLE I

Cycle time
Liquid

90 sec.
level: compressed 8.3 em.,

Upper pressure, expanded

.2 em.

expanded 10.5 em.

of mercury.

-

Lower pressure, compressed 6 J/4 p.s.i.
Clearing field:
Camera No. 1

708 volts 1/2 micro-amps.
- Film Tr1-X
Lens
No. 1

Cycle data:

start

stop

clearing field •••••••••••••••••• 0 (off)

S (on)sec.

lighting, incandescent 200 volts. 0

4

Valves:
1. Main
2.

42 v.d.c.
110 volts a.c.

3. Inlet, 84 volts d.o.

0

.,a

·35

5

0

s
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the main valve closes.
damping mechanism.

The hole plate serves as the

Further evidence for this oscilla-

tion is provided by stray light hitting the clearing
field wire.

The photograph shows the wave motion of

the liquid level- and was taken on Tri-X film at f/11.
It shows the reflection of the clearing field wires on
the liquid surface.

This motion is more violent when

the main valve is opened as wide as possible for a
short duration of time and allowed to close abruptly.
The wav·e motion will produce track distortion during

the usable sensitive time and measures should be taken
to eliminate this oscillation or to critically damp
it.
With the use of several valves- a sensitive
time of approximately three to four seconds was
obtained-.-- This particular sensitive time was
reasonably reproducible and quite consistent for
numerous successive expansions.
Figure 14 shows the delay and operation times of
the associated equipment operated by the thyratron
timer.

The thyratron timer offered good control of

all operations and eliminated mechanical fluctuations
which cause variations in expansions.
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SUMf1ARY

The cloud chamber constructed has a fairly long
sensitive time compared to other long sensitive time
cloud chambers.

The sensitive time obtained with one

valve was about two seconds. · The use .of more than olle
valve increased the sensitive. time to approximately
~our

seconds.

The length of the usable sensitive time

is limited by turbule.n ce currents a.n d background.
Smaller vertical heights of the sensitive volume will
reduce the amount of-background and will also provide
a longer possible expa.n sion.

This is due to the

~act

that

the smaller initial volume requires less liquid level
change to obtain a certain expansion ratio.
Photographs of the · liquid level, timer and chamber
provided measurements

oa

the expansion ratio versus time.

This provides informatio.n of the amount of continued
expansion necessary to compensate for the heating e€fect of
the walls and the heat from dondensat1on.

With this

1.n formation a possible mea.ns of eliminating re-evaporation nuclei by allowing suff1cie.n t time for droplets
to grow and fall out was found.
The damped oscillation of the expansion ratio
versus time curve 1n figure 13, can be eliminated by
keeping the main valve from closing so rapidly and
by

the use of hole plates restricting the liquid flow

within the upper chamber.

ss.
Background due to corona has been red-uced but
can be still further reduced by increasing the time
delay which keeps the clearing field off.
the clearing

Although

at present stays off for seven

~ield

seconds, the chamber is still expanding slightly and
there may be sufficient supersaturation to cause
condensation.
the entire

A coating of non-conducting material on

clear~ng

field ring would help eliminate

corona from sharp edges.
Ethyl alcohol which i.s usually s11ghtly ac1d,
caused some chemical reactions which produced sediment
in the chamber.

The ac1d1c·condition reacts with the

metal parts in the chamber and could be eliminated
by neutralizing the acid in the ethyl alcohol with
barium hydroxide.

The metal parts of the chamber might

a1so be coated with a suitable resin to prevent such
reactions.
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